Abstract-One problem in simu lating crowds in traditional markets is calcu lating the interaction duration between traders and buyers. This problem can be solved in a simp le way by doing field observation to obtain some samples to find the average interaction duration between traders and buyers. This method is simple. On the other hand, the result will be less valid if the parameters change. The purpose of this research is to develop an interaction model between traders and buyers by looking deeper into the negotiation process. This model is developed based on mu lti-agent system. Output of this model is the interaction duration. Th is model has been imp lemented in a traditional market crowd simulat ion. Based on the simu lation, by adjusting the parameters in this model, the interaction duration by the model matches the real condition in traditional markets.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of researches in developing negotiation models. So me researches focus on finding the agreement between parties [1] . Others focus on finding the effect of some parameters that affect the negotiation process , such as the number o f part ies [2, 3] , the nu mber of issues [4] , the method that is adopted in negotiation process [5] , and so on. Unfortunately, it is difficult to find researches in developing negotiation model that focus in calculating the negotiation duration.
Negotiation is one o f important processes in tradit ional markets. Before a transaction occurs, there is a negotiation between a trader and a buyer to reach agreement in product, price, and quantity. The agreement must cover these three aspects. If there is at least one aspect that the trader and the buyer fail to reach agreement on, then there will be no transaction.
The biggest problem in developing the negotiation model is that there is a lot of variat ions in negotiation process between traders and buyers. The challenge then is how to generalize the various negotiation processes between traders and buyers, so that the general model is still valid to use in estimat ing the interaction duration between traders and buyers in traditional markets.
This research contributes in developing an interaction model between traders and buyers in traditional markets, especially in daily goods traditional markets. The model will be developed by combining existing negotiation models, buyers' characteristics, and traders' characteristics. The combined model then will be adjusted according to informat ion about interaction process gathered from field observation.
This research is a part of a bigger research, which is developing a crowd simu lation for trad itional markets. The proposed interaction model then will be imp lemented in a t raditional market crowd simu lation to validate how close the output of the model, which is interaction duration between traders and buyers, with the condition in the reality. This paper is organized as follo ws. Section I describes the problem statement, research purpose, and the structure of the paper. Section II provides an overview of the most significant related work. Section III exp lains the actual data obtained fro m field observation. Section IV presents the proposed model. Section V d iscusses the simu lation and the resulting data produced by the simulation. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Negotiation theory and model have been developed in many fields of study, such as economics, management, mathematics, and computer science. In practical management, negotiation strategies and tactics are developed to win negotiations [5] [6] [7] [8] . In economics, negotiation is developed to analyze economic phenomena [1, 2] . In mathematics, negotiation models are developed based on game theory [9, 10] . In co mputer science, negotiation has been developed as a part of artificial intelligence to create intelligent agent [11, 12] .
Based on the number of issues negotiated, negotiation s can be divided into single issue negotiations and mult iissue negotiations. Researchers have developed negotiation models based on single issue negotiation models [4, 13, 14] , and others have developed negotiation model based on mu lti-issue negotiation models [3, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Single issue approach has been used in some negotiation models because of its simplicity. Mult i-issue approach has been used in some negotiation models because many negotiations in real world consist of more than one issue.
Based on the number of the participants, negotiation s can be divided into bilateral negotiations and multi-lateral negotiations. Researchers have developed negotiation models as a bilateral negotiation [3] . Others researchers have also developed negotiation models as a multi-lateral negotiation [20, 21] .
In mult i-issue negotiations, there are two prob lem solving mechanisms. First, issue is discussed step by step. The second is known as package deal, in wh ich all issues are discussed in one time or session [14] . The two mechanis ms have advantages and disadvantages. For problems that are connected to each other, package deal is better because step-by-step discussion is not effective [18] . However, if there are high tension frictions during the discussion, step-by-step approach is better [18] .
Stepby-step approach can be combined with splitting the big issues into small fractions and solving the small issues step-by-step to reduce the failure potential. Another advantage of step-by-step approach is avoiding the complexity [15] .
There are several bargaining mechanisms. Global bargaining is a bargaining mechanism, in which all issues are discussed in one time. Separate bargaining is a bargaining mechanism where the issues are grouped and negotiated separately [15] . Sequential bargaining is a bargaining mechanism where issues are discussed serially and sequentially [15] .
Information is an important factor in negotiations. Incomplete informat ion can create disagreement or inefficient agreement [22] . In many negotiations, informat ion acquisition can be asymmetric, which means one party is better informed than the other [17] . In negotiations, not all info rmation can be trusted. One affecting factor of trust is reputation [23] .
There are several methods that traders can use to set the price. The simp le one is cost-based pricing [24] . In cost-based pricing, the price is determined by adding the production cost with an expected profit. In customerdriven pricing, the price is determined by calculating the costumer's perceived value of the product [24] . The other common mechanis m in pricing strategy is discount. There are several discount types: volume discount, order discount, and step discount [24] . The fourth is two-part pricing [24] .
There are eight customer decision making styles : perfectionist, brand conscious, fashion conscious, price conscious, confused by over choices, recreational, impulsive, and brand loyalty [25] . Perfect ionist customers give high attention in product's detail and quality [25] . Brand conscious customers think that the brand power is related with the quality [25] . Fashion conscious customers give more attention to innovative products [25] . Price conscious customers think that the price is related to the quality [25] . Confused by over choices customers like limited product choices [25] . Recreational customers are customers who purchase product for having fun [25] .
Beside the decision making style, there are s everal demographic factors that influent customers' behavior in a store: sex, age group, economic status, education level, occupation, and religion [26, 27] . Customer purchasing behavior can be categorized into purchasing place, product, purchasing time, purchasing frequency, purchasing mechanis m, and customer's response to promotion activities [26] .
Impulse buying is unplanned buying. Impulse buying is a common phenomenon in retail activ ity. Impulse buying can be defined as unplanned purchasing that occurs spontaneously because there is a strong willingness and emotional conflict inside the customer's mind to buy some products [28] . Beside the customer internal character, impulse buying can be driven by promotion activ ities or purchasing incentives performed by traders [29] . On the other hand, impulsiveness is not correlated with sex. Women purchase more products rather than men not because wo men are mo re impu lsive [30] .
III. FIELD OBSERVATION
Field observation has been done to get the real situation about negotiation in a daily goods traditional market. Field observation has been done in Gedongkuning market, one of daily goods traditional markets in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Several findings will be exp lored below and will be used to develop the negotiation model.
Price negotiation is not hard and tight. Goods sold in daily tradit ional markets are co mmon co mmodit ies. Therefore, there is not any differentiation in product quality or brand for the same goods. For example, all traders who sell chicken sell chicken of the same quality. All traders therefore sell chicken at the same price for chicken of the same quality. No trader can sell chicken with h igher price than others. The price is very sensitive and there is no reason for traders to sell ch icken at higher price because the product is basically the same.
The demographic factor in daily goods traditional markets is described as follows. The size of the samp le is 204 customers; 90.6% of the m are female. All customers are adult.
In Gedongkuning, there is correlation between sex and purchasing behavior. Male or female has the same behavior in terms of the number of product items purchased, the quantity of each product item purchased, impulsiveness, and negotiation style. Therefore, sex will not be included as a parameter in the proposed model.
The number of product items customers buy fro m one trader varies fro m 1 to 7 product items. Most of customers purchase one product item for meat product. The number of product items purchased is higher for vegetables, seasoning, snacks, processed food, ready to eat food, and complementary products.
Some traders will offer other products if they cannot provide a product a customer asks. have chicken breast anymore, the trader will offer other products, such as chicken leg, wing, or liver. The trader will g ive reason that the other products are perfect replacement of the requested product. If the customer agrees with the argu ment, then the customer will purchase the proposed goods . Some t raders will also offer other goods as complementary goods for goods the customer asks. For example, if the customer asks for carrots and the trader can provide them then the trader provides the carrots. After the deal, the trader may offer the customer to buy other comp lementary goods, such as broccoli o r potatoes. In this situation, the trader offers some goods to cater to the customer's impulse buying. In this case, the trader implements step-by-step and sequential approach. If the negotiation for complementary goods fails, at least the trader still has had the primary deal.
Some traders propose more quantity for the goods requested by the customer. In th is case, the trader caters to the customer's compulsive buying. So me traders offer volume d iscount if the customer agrees to buy more quantity of the product. Other traders do not give any discount for that. The traders may just give good reasons, such as the freshness of the product or the product is limited so the customer buys more quantity. Somet imes this proposal is rejected by the customer.
IV. PROPOSED MODEL
The interaction model is developed based on multiagent system. There exist two kinds of agents, trader and buyer. The relation between them is one-to-many. One trader can serve more than one buyer at the same time.
The output of the model is interaction duration between one trader and one buyer. Interaction duration consists of conversation duration and processing duration. Conversation duration is calculated fro m the nu mber of products being negotiated. Processing duration is calculated based on the number of agreed products. Variables used in this model are as follows: t i : interaction duration, t c : conversation duration, t p : processing duration, Ab: buyer's action, At: trader's action, t cmin : lower bound of conversation duration, t cmax : upper bound of conversation duration, t pmin : lower bound of processing duration, t pmax : upper bound of processing duration, n c : number of conversation, n gc : number of negotiated product, n gd : number of agreed product, n up : number of planned product promotion, n un : number of unplanned product negotiation, n mp : number of more quantity promotion, n max : number of product items that trader can supply, n pb : number of buyer's price renegotiation action, n pm : number of trader's price renegotiation action, w np : willingness to negotiate price, w cnp : current willingness to negotiate price, w po : willingness to offer other product, w cpo : current willingness to offer other product, w pm : willingness to offer more quantity, w cpm : current willingness to offer more quantity, r po : resistance on unplanned product offer, r cpo : current resistance on unplanned product offer, r qm : resistance on more quantity offer, r cqm : current resistance on more quantity offer, X t : trader's price at time t, Y t : buyer's price at time t, μ B : buyer's reservation price, μ S : trader's reservation price, τ B : buyer's target point, τ S : trader's target point.
Interaction between traders and buyers consists of some steps. The algorithm of the co mputation of the interaction duration is depicted in Fig. 1 . The negotiation process consists of planned and unplanned product negotiations. The output of the negotiation process is the number of conversation (n c ) and number of agreed products (n gd ). Based on field observations, processing time and conversation time vary. Hence, the limit of conversation time (t cmin and t cmax ) and processing time (t pmin and t pmax ) are used to determine the conversation time and processing time for every dealt product. These four boundary variables are determined based on field observations. begin planned_negotiation(nc,ngd) unplanned_negotiation(nc,n gd) t←0 for i=1 to nc tc← random(tcmin,tcmax) t ← t + tc for i=1 to ngd tp← random(tpmin,tpmax) t ← t + tp There are t wo types of product negotiations: planned and unplanned ones. Planned product negotiation s are negotiations, in which the buyer plans to purchase the product. Unplanned product negotiations are negotiations, in which the buyer does not plan the product, but instead, the trader offers it. Product negotiations, planned or unplanned, consist of two parts: price negotiation and quantity negotiation. This process is a step-by-step negotiation. Both parties proceed to quantity negotiation only if they have reached agreement in price negotiation.
The iterat ion of planned product negotiations depends on the buyer's shopping plan list. The iteration proceeds fro m the first product to the last in the list that the trader can provide. Disagreements in price negotiations on some items do not affect negotiations on other items.
The iteration of unplanned product negotiation depends on trader's willingness to offer products and the traders' Copyright © 2016 MECS I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 11, 1-8 product variety. The iteration stops when the number of products negotiated by the trader and the buyer has reached the maximu m nu mber of product items that the trader supplies or the t rader has no willingness anymore to offer other products. A trader's action whether to continue or stop proposing unplanned products is illustrated in Equation (1) . A trader's current willingness to offer another product (w cpo ) is generated randomly when one session of product negotiation has been fin ished. Buyer's respond to the trader's other product proposal depends on her resistance to unplanned product proposal. A buyer's respond to a trader's unplanned product proposal is illustrated in Equation (2).
In daily goods traditional markets, price negotiation usually proceeds quickly. It is even common that a buyer doesn't negotiate the price at all. On the other hand, it still can be found that a buyer negotiates the price proposed by a trader. In this model, beside the reservation price and target point factor, the trader's and the buyer's willingness to negotiate the price play significant role. Three possible actions may be taken by both parties: deal, break, or renegotiate. Each action increments the number of conversation (n c ). Matrices showing the situations that trigger act ion taken by the trader or the buyer in a p rice negotiation are depicted in Tables 1 and 2 If the buyer or the trader chooses to renegotiate, she will set and propose a new price. The new price is set according to Equations (3) and (4).
Quantity negotiations usually proceed faster than price negotiations. For traders, an agreement in price negotiation is enough and a further agreement in quantity negotiation is additional advantage. A trader will offer more quantity to a buyer when her current willingness to offer more quantity is mo re o r equal to her willingness to offer more quantity. The possible action taken by the trader whether to offer or not offer more quantity is illustrated in Equation (5). On the other hand, the buyer's response to the trader's more quantity offer is illustrated in Equation (6) . If the trader decides to offer more quantity, whether the buyer accepts or rejects this offer, the number of conversation (n c ) will be incremented by 2.
V. SIMULATION
The proposed model has been validated by implementing it into a t raditional market crowd simu lation. Even though the simulation can visualize the crowd, the focus is not on the crowd but on the interaction process. The simulation runs in many sessions with some parameters adjustment. The market used in this simulat ion is Gedongkuning market in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Th is market consists of 80 booths , but only 64 of them are in use. Traders are grouped into 11 categories: stove, vegetables, fru its, seasoning, soy based products, kitchen tools, snacks, chicken, beef, fish, and rice. The arrival rate is 5.3 buyers per minute.
Each simu lation session is 15 minutes in duration in real life. Several general data are used in this simulation. The number of trader-buyer negotiation sessions ranges fro m 171 to 204 sessions. The number of negotiated products ranges from 1 to 20 products in one negotiation session.
There are 9 simu lation testing groups in this validation process. Every group consists of a single input and a single output. The input is an adjusted parameter. The output is an observed parameter. The observed parameter is then compared to the real condition. The goal is to find the adjustment value or range of the parameters such that the observed parameter is closest to the real condition.
The first group is co mparing the trader's willingness to offer other products (w po ) as input parameter and the average number of unplanned product offer in one negotiation session as output parameter. The nu mber of unplanned product offer is the number of product offered by a trader to a buyer during the negotiation session, where the product is not in the buyer's purchasing plan list. The value of w po for every trader is determined randomly within the input range. There are five simu lation sessions for every input range. The result can be seen in Table 3 . The first colu mn describes the input range. The second column describes the average value of the output. The third colu mn describes the difference between the simu lation output and the real condition value.
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Based on field observations, the average value of the number of unplanned product offer in one negotiation session is 0.043. This means that the portion of unplanned product offer is not significant in the negotiation process. Planned products dominate the negotiation session. Based on data in Table 3 , when the input range is from 0.0 to 0.1, the simu lation result is the closest to the real condition with a difference of 6.16%. This difference is less than 10%. When the input is high, the difference increases drastically.
T able 3. T he influence of a trader's willingness to offer other products on the average number of unplanned product offer in one negotiation session The second group is comparing the buyer's resistance to other product offer (r po ) as input parameter and average ratio between the number of unplanned product negotiation and the number of unplanned product offer in one negotiation session as output parameter. The value of r po for every buyer is determined randomly within the input range. There are 5 simu lation sessions for every input range. The ratio is expressed in percentage. The result can be seen in Table 4 . The first colu mn describes the input range. The second column describes the average value of the output, and the third column describes the difference between the simu lation output and the real condition value.
T able 4. T he influence of a buyer's resistance to other product offer on the average ratio between the number of unplanned product negotiation and the number of unplanned product offer in one negotiation session Based on field observations, some buyers sometimes approve all unplanned products offers proposed by traders. This means that the buyer's resistance to the unplanned product offer must be very low. Based on the data in Table 4 , when the input range is fro m 0.0 to 0.1, the simulat ion result is the closest to the real condition with the difference of 3.26%. When the input range is fro m 0.0 to 0.2, the difference is still less than 10%. After that, the difference is going higher.
The third group is comparing the trader's willingness to offer mo re quantity (w pm ) as input parameter and the average ratio between the number of more quantity offer and the number of dealt products in one negotiation session as output parameter. The value of w pm for every trader is determined randomly within the input range. There are five simulat ion sessions for every input range. The result can be seen in Table 5 . The first column describes the input range. The second column describes the average value of the output, and the third column describes the difference between the simulation output and the real condition.
T able 5. T he influence of a trader's willingness to offer more quantity on the average ratio between the number of more quantity offer and the number of dealt products in one negotiation session Based on field observations, the average ratio between the number of more quantity offer and the number of the agreed products is 9.8%. Based on data in Table 5 , when the input range is fro m 0.0 and 0.2, the simulat ion res ult is the closest to the real condition with the d ifference of 10.4%. Th is difference is mo re than 10%. Before that range, the result is too low, and too high afterwards .
The fourth group is comparing the base target point with the average ratio between the number of agreed products and the number of negotiated products in one negotiation session as output parameter. The base target point is symbolized with variab le b in this simulat ion. Base target point is used to determine the target point and reservation price. The determination of the buyer's target point and reservation price is described in Equations (7) and (8) . Equations (9) and (10) describe the determination of the trader's target point and reservation price. There are five simu lation sessions for every base target point. The result can be seen in Table 6 . The first colu mn describes the input value. The second column describes the average value of the output, and the third column describes the difference between the simu lation output and the real condition value.
Based on field observations, the average ratio between the number of the agreed products and the number of negotiated products in one negotiation session is 92%. Based on data in Table 6 , when the base point value is 0.6, the simulation result is the closest to the real condition. When the base point value is fro m 0.5 to 0.7, the difference is still under 10%. When the base point value is lower than 0.5, the difference is higher than 10%.
T able 6. T he influence of base point on the average ratio between the number of dealt products and the number of negotiated products in one negotiation session The fifth group is co mparing the buyer's willingness to negotiate the price (w np ) as the input parameter with the average ratio between the number of buyer's price renegotiation action and the number of the negotiated products in one negotiation session as the output parameter. The value of w np for every buyer is determined randomly within the input range. There are five simu lation sessions for every input range. The result can be seen in Table 7 . The first colu mn describes the input range. The second column describes the average value of the output, and the third colu mn describes the difference between the simu lation output and the real condition value.
T able 7. T he influence of the buyer's willingness to negotiate price on the average ratio between the number of buyer's price negotiation action and the number of negotiated products in one negotiation session
Input Range
Result (%) Difference (%) 0.0 -0. Based on field observations, the average ratio between the number of price negotiation actions by the buyer and the number of negotiated products in one negotiation session is 10.1%. Based on data in Table 7 , this value is placed between input range of 0.4 to 0.9 and of 0.5 to 1.0; however, input range of 0.5 to 1.0 produces the closest difference between the simu lation result and the real condition. This difference is 14.5%.
The sixth group is comparing the trader's willingness to negotiate the price (w np ) with the average rat io between the number of trader's price renegotiation action and the number of negotiated products in one negotiation session as output parameter. The value of w np for every trader is determined randomly within the input range. There are five simu lation sessions for every input range. The result can be seen in Table 8 . The first colu mn describes the input range. The second column describes the average value of the output, and the third column describes the difference between the simu lation output and the real condition value. Based on field observations, there is no price negotiation actions by the trader. The trader chooses two actions only: approve or reject. Based on data in Table 8 , all input ranges produce simu lation result with the difference under 10%. Because the field observation value is 0, the input range of 0.0 to 0.5 produces the least difference gap.
The seventh group is comparing the number of planned products in buyer's shopping list as the input parameter with the nu mber of negotiated planned products in one negotiation session as the output parameter. The nu mber of planned products for every buyer in every visitation is determined randomly within the input range. There are five simu lation sessions for every input range. The result can be seen in Table 9 . The first colu mn describes the input range. The second column describes the average value of the output, and the third column describes the difference between the simu lation output and the real condition value.
T able 9. T he influence of the number of planned products with the negotiated planned products in one negotiation session
Result (%) Difference (%) Based on field observations, the average value of the number o f the p lanned products talked about in one negotiation session is 1.6 products. Based on data in Copyright © 2016 MECS I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 11, 1-8 Table 9 , when the input range is 1 to 3, the difference between simulation result is closest. When the input range is of 1 to 2, the simulat ion result is too low, and too high when the input range is of 1 to 4. The eighth group is testing the number of conversations in one negotiation session. The simulat ion is run 30 t imes. The base point value is set as 0.6. The trader's willingness to offer unplanned product is set between 0.0 and 0.2. The trader's willingness to offer quantity is set between 0.0 and 0.1. The buyer's willingness to negotiate the price is set between 0.0 and 0.5. The buyer's resistance for unplanned products is set between 0.0 and 0.1. The buyer's willingness to negotiate the price is set between 0.5 and 0.1. The number of planned products is set between 1 and 3. The result can be seen in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2, x axis represents simulat ion session number and y axis represents the average number of conversations in one negotiation session (n c ) in one simulation session. Based on field observations, the average number of conversations in one negotiation session is 5.3. Based on the simu lation result, the average nu mber of conversations is 4.19. Hence, the accuracy level is 79.1%. It can be said that the simu lation result is close to the real condition. The lowest value is 3.89, while the highest is 4.65.
The ninth group is testing the interaction duration in one negotiation session. The simulat ion is run 30 times. Parameters in the sixth group are used. It is assumed that the processing time is 43.2 seconds. The input range is fro m t cmin and t cmax . The result can be seen in Table 10 . The first colu mn describes the input range. The second column describes the average value of the output, and the third colu mn describes the difference between the simulation output and the real condition value. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a buyer-trader interaction model that can be imp lemented into crowd simu lation in daily good traditional markets. The model acco mmodates customer's impulsive and co mpulsive behavior. The model also accommodates customer's loyalty, on one side, and trader's display quality and pro motion willingness, on the other side. In this model, bargaining is not hard. Based on the co mparis on between data produced in the simu lation and data obtained from field observations, by adjusting some parameters, the model matches with the real condition.
